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Abstract: We verify numerically and experimentally the accuracy of
an analytical model used to derive the effective nonlinear susceptibilities
of a varactor-loaded split ring resonator (VLSRR) magnetic medium. For
the numerical validation, a nonlinear oscillator model for the effective
magnetization of the metamaterial is applied in conjunction with Maxwell
equations and the two sets of equations solved numerically in the time-
domain. The computed second harmonic generation (SHG) from a slab of
a nonlinear material is then compared with the analytical model. The com-
puted SHG is in excellent agreement with that predicted by the analytical
model, both in terms of magnitude and spectral characteristics. Moreover,
experimental measurements of the power transmitted through a fabri-
cated VLSRR metamaterial at several power levels are also in agreement
with the model, illustrating that the effective medium techniques associ-
ated with metamaterials can accurately be transitioned to nonlinear systems.
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1. Introduction

Metamaterials are frequently composed of metal inclusions patterned on a dielectric substrate or
embedded in a dielectric host medium. Being of subwavelength dimensions, the metamaterial
inclusions can be thought of as quasi-static circuits that can be designed to exhibit a resonant
response to applied electromagnetic fields over specific wavelength bands. The inhomogeneous
local structure of metamaterial inclusions can in turn lead to a highly nonuniform field distribu-
tion within the inclusions; strong field enhancements, for example, can occur within the capac-
itive regions of an inclusion. A nonlinear material or element placed in the vicinity of such an
intense field region would be expected to exhibit an enhanced nonlinear response [1], leading
to the enhancement of the effective nonlinear response of the composite medium. Indeed, theo-
retical studies [2] and initial experiments have demonstrated a variety of nonlinear phenomena
in such as tunability with bistable operation [3, 4], second-harmonic (SH) generation [5, 6], or
parametric down-conversion [7].

In recent work by Poutrina et al [8], an analytical approach was developed allowing the de-
scription of a nonlinear metamaterial in terms of effective nonlinear susceptibilities, in analogy
with the standard representation common in nonlinear optics [9]. (To accentuate this analogy,
we refer to the artificial nonlinear structures discussed here as metacrystals.) The analytical
model employs a perturbative solution to the nonlinear oscillator model that describes a meta-
material inclusion in terms of an effective RLC circuit. As an application of the approach,
analytic forms for the second- through fifth-order susceptibilities were derived for a varactor-
loaded split ring resonator (VLSRR) medium. In initial experimental studies, the second har-
monic generation (SHG) from a fabricated VLSRR medium was measured and, applying a
retrieval procedure based on the nonlinear transfer matrix method (TMM) [11], the second
order nonlinear susceptibility of the VLSRR structure was determined [10]. In a second experi-
ment [12], the intensity-dependent shift of the resonance frequency of the VLSRR medium–an
effect related to the third-order susceptibility term–was investigated at low power levels.

Though these initial experiments have been successful in illustrating the validity of a homog-
enized nonlinear description of a metamaterial, the validation approaches rely on approxima-
tions that might prove unreliable in certain situations. The nonlinear TMM, for example, makes
use of the non-depleted pump approximation, limiting potentially its applicability for certain
power levels; in addition, for the SHG retrieval process, only a second-order susceptibility was
assumed in the model, whereas higher order even terms could also have contributed to ob-
served second harmonic signal. Moreover, the previous testing considered only a single value
of the applied power. Noting a noticeable amount of the parameters involved (e.g., accounting
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Fig. 1. (a) Orientation of the unit cell; (b) Equivalent effective circuit model; (c) Simulations
geometry; (d) Second order effective nonlinear susceptibility χ(2)(2ω) calculated from
Eq. (3).

for losses before and after the media for the fundamental field, estimating losses for the sec-
ond harmonic field, and accounting for the fraction of power contained between the plates of
the transmission line where the plane wave approximation can be used), a question remained
whether the good agreement obtained in the previous study was not an occasional result valid
at the particular power level. To address such concerns, here we perform a sequence of ex-
perimental and numerical investigations of a VLSRR medium, determining the second order
magnetization of the medium for several incident power levels, with the applied power being
the only varying parameter. The approaches developed here, while providing further evidence
of the applicability of the analytical model, also allow a path to characterization of nonlinear
metacrystals beyond the approximations inherent in the prior methods.

2. Analytical approach and numerical simulations

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the orientation of the VLSRR-based unit cell with respect to the
incident field and its equivalent representation as an effective RLC-circuit. The response of the
SRR can be expressed in terms of the charge across the capacitive gap, which is described by
the following nonlinear oscillator equation [8]

¨̃q+ γ ˙̃q+ω2
0VD(q̃) =−ω2

0 Aμ0
˙̃Hy (1)

where q̃(t) is the normalized charge, VD(q̃) is the voltage across the effective capacitance, ω0

is the (linear) resonant frequency of the unit cell, gamma is the damping factor, A is the area
encompassed by the circuit, μ0 is the permeability of vacuum, and H̃y(t) is the incident magnetic
field assumed to be composed of Λ plane waves with H-vector along the y-direction; the tilde
sign signifies time-dependent variables while the dot denotes differentiation with respect to
time. The normalization in Eq. (1) is chosen such that q̃(t) ≡ Q̃(t)/C0, where Q̃ is the charge
and C0 is the linear value of the capacitance, i.e. the normalized charge has the units of Volts.

The voltage VD can be expanded in a Taylor series in terms of the normalized charge accord-
ing to VD (q̃) = q̃+ aq̃2 + bq̃3 where the Taylor coefficients a and b depend on the particular
mechanism of nonlinearity [16]. In the case of a VLSRR- based medium, with varactors incor-
porated in the capacitive gaps of the SRRs as shown in Fig. 1(b), the Taylor coefficients can be
found from the known nonlinear dependence of the capacitance of the varactor on the applied
voltage [4, 8] as a = K

2Vp
, b = K(2K−1)

6V 2
p

, with the intrinsic potential Vp and the power coeffi-

cient K defined by the specifications of the varactor. The perturbation solution to Eq. (1) leads
to the following expressions [8] for the linear and the second order effective susceptibilities
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characterizing the metacrystal:

χ(1)
y (ω) =

Fω2

D(ω)
(2)

χ(2)
yyy (ωr;ωn,ωm) =−ia

ω4
0 (ωn +ωm)ωnωmμ0AF

D(ωn)D(ωm)D(ωn +ωm)
, (3)

where ωr ≡ ωn +ωm, each of the indices n and m taking values between ±Λ, Λ being the to-
tal number of distinct waves incident on the medium. The resonant denominator is defined as
D(ω)≡ω2

0 −ω2− iγω , F ≡ω2
0 NA2C0μ0 is the amplitude factor in the expression for the linear

susceptibility, and conventional notation is adopted for the arguments of the nonlinear suscep-
tibility in which the first frequency term is the sum of the subsequent frequency arguments [9].
As seen from Eq. (2), the parameters F , ω0, and γ define the linear susceptibility, in qualitative
agreement with the detailed studies [13]. These parameters can be obtained through standard
retrieval methods from experimentally obtained or simulated transmission and reflection coef-
ficients [14], thus not requiring the knowledge of the particular factors entering their equivalent
expressions. We note that the parameters obtained in this manner account for all interactions
between the inclusions. Once the linear parameters are known, the second and higher-order
susceptibility terms can be easily and accurately determined since the same F , ω0, and γ enter
these expressions; only the additional parameters strictly related to the nonlinear properties of
the embedded material or device are required for the full description.

Equation (1) represents the nonlinear oscillator response of a metacrystal inclusion. For a
dilute medium, the magnetization is approximately related to the magnetic moment as M̃(t) =
Nm̃(t), where N is the volume density of moments, and the magnetic dipole moment of the
effective circuit encompassing the effective area S is related to the oscillating charge as m̃(t) =
dQ̃(t)

dt A = AC0
dq̃(t)

dt . Using the above relations in Eq. (1), the latter can be rewritten as

¨̃My + γ ˙̃My +ω2
0 M̃y =−F ¨̃Hy −αM̃y

∫
M̃ydt (4)

where α ≡ 2ω2
0 a

NAC0
and we include only the second order nonlinear response in the expansion of

the nonlinear voltage VD. The ”microscopic” equation of motion for a single inclusion has thus
been converted into the “macroscopic” equation of motion for the effective medium polariza-
tion, which can then be used in conjunction with Maxwell’s equations to arrive at a complete
description of the system.

We now consider propagation of a plane wave through a 1 cm sample of the VLSRR medium
shown in Fig. 1, with unit cell size of 1 cm, ring diameter of 8 mm, and with the width of the
metal strip and the gap size of 1 mm each. For the numerical simulations, we employ the finite-
element time-domain (FETD) method available in the software package COMSOL. Our time
domain simulations account simultaneously for all parametric interactions described by the
nonlinear oscillator equation. By contrast, a frequency domain approach would usually require
a separate equation for each participating frequency; obtaining a closed system of such coupled
differential equations including all the processes is usually not feasible, and even consideration
of more than a single nonlinear process complicates the system and intrinsically neglects many
of the interactions. The geometry for the FETD simulations consists of a 1 cm thick and 6 cm
wide layer of the effective nonlinear medium with the above parameters, with the input and
the output ports located at 14.5 cm on each side of the medium, as shown in Fig. 1(c); the
parameters correspond to the experimental transmission line used later in the experiment. Due
to the field-invariance along the wavefront, it is sufficient to consider the two-dimensional case
with the electric vector of the incident transverse electric (TE) polarized wave directed along
the normal to the plane of the simulations.
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Fig. 2. (a) Field distribution inside the transmission line at the crossection before the sam-
ple; the inset shows the transmission line structure with the material inside. (b) Field dis-
tribution after the sample inside the transmission line.

In order to couple Eq. (4) to Maxwell’s equations, we use the standard TE wave propagation
solver provided by COMSOL RF Module, coupled with a user-defined differential equation
describing temporal evolution of the local magnetic response (Eq. (4)). We note that the Finite
elements time domain method has been implemented in the present approach, rather than the
regularly used finite difference time domain procedure [18]. The additional degrees of freedom
describing the magnetization vector are introduced only within the domain representing the
slab. Perfect magnetic conductor boundary conditions are used for the top and bottom bound-
aries, scattering boundary conditions — for the incoming and outgoing ports in the TE wave
equation, while the homogeneous Neumann boundary condition is employed on all boundaries
of the slab domain for the magnetization equation (Eq. (4)). After solving the problem for the
fields �H(�r, t), �M(�r, t), we extract the amplitude of the Hy component oscillating at the second
harmonic frequency from the output port by Fourier transforming the steady-state portion of
the time-dependent solution calculated over 128 wave periods with 64-point per period resolu-
tion, and compare with the measured second harmonic generated from an equivalent slab of the
VLSRR metamaterial.

For the experiments, we use a transmission line apparatus shown in the inset in Fig. 2(a) that
is similar to that in Refs. [8, 12] but having the geometry optimized for improved transmission
at harmonic frequencies. We first perform a measurement of linear S-parameters by using Ag-
ilent 8364B network analyzer and applying a low (-15 dBm) power on the sample. Fitting the
spectral shape of the linear experimental S-parameters by simulating the linear response of the
unit cell and applying the standard retrieval procedure [14], we obtain values of F = 0.215,
γ = 1.57×108 s−1, and ω0 = 2π ×0.816 GHz. We employ the Skyworks SMV1231 varactors
having K = 0.8 , V p = 1.5 V according to the specifications [16,17], thus leading to the value
of α = −4.14× 109 m

sA . In subsequent SH measurements, the Agilent E8267D signal genera-
tor and Agilent E440A spectrum analyzer were used with the same transmission line set-up.
The plane-wave assumption used in the simulations is assumed to approximate the transverse
electromagnetic (TEM) mode propagating in the transmission line: the particular waveguide
geometry here confines the incident and scattered waves, such that for a sample that fills the
cross section, the geometry equates to that of a plane-wave scattering from an infinite sheet of
medium [19]. An example of field distribution inside the transmission line before and after the
material, obtained by the full-wave CST Microwave studio simulations is shown in Fig. 2(b),
thus justifying the retrieval procedure that relies on the plane wave assumption.

Comparison between the experimental and analytically determined SHG for several values
of the input power are presented in Fig. 3(a). The indicated powers correspond to the output
values from the signal generator. In estimating the actual power incident on the metacrystal, we
account for the fact that, according to the simulations, only about 49% of the power entering the
port is concentrated between the metal plates where the TEM approximation is valid, and we
assumed the 4.5 dB loss coming from the cables and the connector before the medium as well
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Fig. 3. (a) Experimental amplitude of the Hy field component at the second harmonic,
versus the simulation results; (b) Magnetization at the second harmonic obtained by the
numerical solution to NL oscillator model (black lines) and analytically (red lines), for
several values of the driving field (c) Same as in (b), with the numerical solution obtained
from Comsol simulations, for the lower three values of the excitation field shown in (b). The
grey gradient color areas indicate the range of the second-order magnetization amplitude
that could be produced with a variation of the fundamental driving magnetic field shown
on the inset.

as 1 dB loss for the first harmonic and 1.3 dB loss for the second harmonic after the medium,
according to the measurements. The corrected incident power P is related to the real-valued
amplitude of the corresponding magnetic field as Hy =

√
2P/Z0S [12], where Z0 = 377 Ω is

the impedance of vacuum and S = 18 cm2 is the crossectional area between the plates of the
transmission line. We use the latter field value as the excitation field in the simulations. The
figure reveals very good agreement between analytic theory and measurements for incident
powers up to 7 dBm. The slightly higher numerical value of the SHG at 7 dBm occurs as
a result of dissipative currents that increase as the diode bias increases. The presence of this
power-dependent loss mechanism is not accounted for in the present nonlinear oscillator model.
At larger power levels, higher losses lead to a more noticeable increase in the spectral width
of the resonance and, with the present model, require a separate fitting procedure to determine
a corrected value of γ . While this can be overcome by including a nonlinear resistance in the
oscillator model, the appearance of this current at high powers is specific to using the single-
gap VLSRR-based medium, and is not expected to be present with most other mechanisms
of introducing a nonlinear response, e.g. by using a nonlinear dielectric inclusion. Very good
agreement for all the powers below the values where a significant dissipative current takes place
demonstrates the validity of the present nonlinear oscillator model. We note that in the present
study the system became limited by the appearance of the dissipative current before it could
reach the depleted pump regime. The developed approach, however, can be used at arbitrary
power levels, thus paving the way for the analysis of nonlinear metamaterials in the depleted
pump regime

The nonlinear oscillator equation accounts simultaneously for all the included nonlinear
parametric interactions, while more approximations are introduced by the perturbation ap-
proach solution leading to Eq. (3) [8]. We next verify the accuracy of this expression by compar-

ing the value of the nonlinear magnetization M(2)
y (2ω) extracted from the simulations with the

one obtained using Eq. (3) according to M(2)
y (2ω) = χ(2)

yyy(2ω,ω,ω)H2
y (ω). While the reflec-
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tions of the input field from the boundaries of the metacrystal due to the impedance mismatch
were included in the previous simulations emulating the experimental configuration, they are
not accounted for in the perturbation approach solution. Therefore, to compare with the theoret-
ical predictions, we extract the actual value of the fundamental magnetic field Hy inside the slab
from the simulations, average it over the length of the slab for each excitation frequency, and
use the resulting values in the above analytical expression for the magnetization as an approxi-
mation for the driving magnetic field. We note that due to the resonant response of the medium,
the reflected power and hence the field inside the medium strongly depend on the frequency of
the applied field, hence the driving field varies with frequency in this case, even with a constant
input from the port. For completeness, we also solve Eq. (4) using ODE45 solver provided
by MATLAB, assuming a constant driving magnetic field for all frequencies taken to be equal
to the averaged Hy amplitude obtained from the simulations at the frequency f = 0.818 GHz.
The averaged Hy amplitude is determined for each of the excitation powers used in the FETD
simulations.

The comparison between the numerical magnetization obtained by solving the nonlinear os-
cillator equation in MATLAB and the analytical one is shown in Fig. 3(b). The three lower
curves correspond the excitation powers of 5, 6, and 7 dBm used in FETD simulations in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(c). We see a very good agreement for all excitation field values. As power
increases, the shift in the resonant frequency towards lower values becomes pronounced in the
numerical solution resulting from the contribution of second-order nonlinearity to the third-
order nonlinear response [8, 9], which, in turn, leads to the power-tuning of the resonant fre-
quency of the magnetization at the second harmonic. These effects are not accounted for in the
expression for the second order susceptibility given by Eq. (3), hence the analytical curves have
the same resonant frequency for all excitation fields. Also, the amplitude difference between
the numerical and the analytical curves becomes pronounced at higher field values, staying
however below 5% for the all the excitation field values considered.

Similar conclusions follow from Fig. 3(c) presenting the numerical results of magnetization
distribution within the slab versus the analytical predictions. A small decrease in the funda-
mental magnetic field amplitude along the slab due to absorption loss is shown in the inset
in Fig. 3(c). Since even a small field variation leads to a rapid change in the amplitude of a
produced magnetization near the resonance, we indicated the possible variation in the magne-
tization amplitude by the grey gradient areas on the graph. Also, since the driving magnetic
field is different in this case for every frequency used in the simulations, the resonance for each
input power is wider than in Fig. 3(b), which, in turn, leads to a larger difference in the reso-
nance positions between the numerical and analytical curves, as well as to a slightly misplaced
resonance of the analytical magnetization from the assumed value of 0.818 GHz. The overall
prediction of the amplitude of the magnetization at the SH is still very good within 10% for
all power values considered, suggesting that the theory can be used with good accuracy for the
quantitative prediction of the nonlinear properties of the effective medium. We also note that,
according to Eq. (3), the value of χ(2)(2ω) is many orders of magnitude larger than in most op-
tical materials (χ(2)(2ω)∼ 10 as seen in Fig. 1(d)), which is the consequence of both a strong
nonlinearity of varactor elements and of a resonant response of the medium. It nevertheless
agrees well with the experimental data, thus demonstrating quantitatively the large nonlinear
enhancement in the present metamaterial geometry.

Within the range of validity, the presented results thus suggest the applicability of the model
for the prediction, analysis, and possible engineering of the enhanced nonlinear response of a
metacrystal.
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